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Vmaxx GmbH & Co. KG 

Pricelist - Das Zubehoer for HYUNDAI i40 since 09/2011

CB02936 trunkliner  EUR  103,99
for boot, black, dimensions in mm: approx. 1.160 x 1.065 x 50, nonskid material upside, easy to clean,
resistant against acid, petrol and saltwater, dimensionally stable from -40°C to +80°C (at high incident solar
radiation), no odor emission, accurately fit - no space loss in cargo bay
ADVICE: For HYUNDAI i40CW since 06/2012

CB05200 Multi mat  EUR  31,99
Loading sill protectionboot mat, Velcro snaps for attachment to the carpet. Dimension approx. 80 x 60 cm.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

VM05801 coat hanger  EUR  56,91
Flexible clothes hanger with docking unit in OEM quality. Easy installation of the docking unit with three
screws on the headrest holder. The system is suitable for transporting jackets, jackets, suits, coats, trousers
and skirts, even in a garment bag. The hanger can be inserted and removed with one hand. The hanger can
be removed from the car with the clothing and used in the hotel room, for example. Maximum load 3 kg. Made
from metal and plastic.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal item and not a vehicle-specific car hanger. The distance between the
holders for the headrest must not exceed 190 mm, the tube diameter must be between 10 and 16 mm.
21, 78

VM05802 Car basket  EUR  54,74
Smart car basket for shoppingoutdoor activities, made94% recycled material, foldable handle, easy to
cleandisinfect, Drop & Go - no installation required, free positioning of the fastening adapter, non-slip on
surfaces such as carpetstrunk tubs.
Dimensions in cm: approx. 46.1 x 31.7 x 32.4, maximum load 12 kg, volume 21 L
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

VMRBP517 Rear Bumper Paint Protector  EUR  73,92
Bumper protection made of high quality ABS plastic, black, CNC milled for a perfect fit, attachment with double-
sided adhesive tape from 3M. The original RGM loading sill protection can be fitted quickly and easily. Easy-to-
understand telegram-style assembly instructions are included with the delivery.
ADVICE: For Estate only

All prices in EUR including VAT. Delivery is ex works, excluding shipping costs. Errors, omissions and intermediate sale without notice.
For all goods and services shall apply our currently valid general terms and conditions. Updated: 19.4.2024
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